Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat (EBSB) Club has been inaugurated in Women’s Polytechnic college- Karaikalmedu- Karaikal Puducherry- 609 605 on 16/12/2019 for the Diploma students of the institution. On that Occasion nearly 60 students participated in the function. The ESEB club was formally inaugurated by Thiru, Babu Ashok.K, Principal- Wptc Karaikal and given the inaugural address stating the importance in knowing the adjacent states. In the same function the tradition, food, culture, linguistics, Clothing, of paired state DIU and Daman has been explained with using downloaded videos. The students were informed to get more details of the paired state through internet. The programme has been coordinated by N. Rajabalan, EBSB Coordinator, Wptc Karaikal.